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13 November 2009

Dear Implementation Science Editorial Team,

Thank you for the opportunity to correct small typographical errors in our manuscript entitled "Multiple goals and time constraints: perceived impact on physicians' performance of evidence-based behaviours". We have enumerated these below and have made changes to the manuscript accordingly:

1. Table 1 should be formatted in the same way as Table 2, i.e. with the horizontal lines that separate each section and sub-section of the table. We have added these to the attached manuscript.

2. Under the 'intention' heading in the results section, in the final example the participant ID should read 'ID12' instead of 'JP12'. We have made this change to the manuscript.

3. Under the sub-heading of 'Goal facilitation and interference along a temporal dimension' in the discussion, in the second paragraph the word 'enduing' should be replaced with 'enduring'. We have made this change to the manuscript.

4. Under the sub-heading of 'Comparing control beliefs and perceived intergoal relationships', the sentence that begins with 'Indeed, while some of coded perceived intergoal relationships' should read 'Indeed, while some of the coded perceived intergoal relationships'. We have made this change to the manuscript.

Thank you very much and best regards,

Justin Presseau
On behalf of the co-authors (Falko Sniehotta, Jill Francis, and Neil Campbell)